AAA/CIF San Francisco Section 2007-2008

CROSS COUNTRY
Final Best Times and Results

As of November 15, 2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boys Varsity (Name, School, Time)</th>
<th>Girls Varsity (Name, School, Time)</th>
<th>Boys Frosh-Soph (Name, School, Time)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Coaches: Please call in ALL scores immediately following match to the Athletic Office 415-920-5187 Course is 3.1 miles.

All-City Results:

11/14/07: 
GV—Lowell 25, Lincoln 34, Washington 71, Mission 122, Galileo 131
BFS—Lowell 22, Mission 67, Lincoln 87, O’Connell 101, Galileo 133, Washington 142, Wallenberg 179

Team Results:

11/8/07: 
BV—Lincoln 20, Mission 43, Burton 72
GV—Lincoln 15, Burton NS, Mission NS
BFS—Mission 24, Lincoln 34, Burton NS

11/7/07: 
BV—Lowell 15, Galileo 56, Balboa 70, O’Connell NS
GV—Lowell 15, Galileo 60, O’Connell 65, Balboa NS
BFS—Lowell 16, Galileo 47, O’Connell NS, Balboa DNS

BV—Washington 15, Marshall 40, Jordan NS, Wallenberg DNS
GV—Washington 15, Jordan NS, Marshall NS, Wallenberg NS
BFS—Washington 27, Wallenberg 43, Jordan 55, Marshall DNS

11/1/07: 
BV—Marshall 25, Balboa NS, O’Connell DNS, Burton DNS, Jordan DNS
GV—Balboa NS, Marshall NS, O’Connell NS, Burton DNS, Jordan DNS
BFS—O’Connell 18, Balboa NS, Burton DNS, Jordan DNS, O’Connell DNS

10/31/07: 
BV—Lowell 18, Lincoln 45, Washington 79
GV—Lowell 21, Lincoln 49, Washington 61
BFS—Lowell 18, Lincoln 43, Washington 77
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10/30/07: BV—Mission 26, Galileo 40, Wallenberg
          GV—Galileo NS, Mission NS, Wallenberg NS
          BFS—Mission 15, Galileo DNS, Wallenberg NS

10/26/07: BV—Galileo 26, Washington 29, Burton 81
          GV—Washington 16, Galileo 45, Burton NS
          BFS—Washington 19, Burton NS, Galileo NS

10/25/07: BV—Lincoln 15, Wallenberg 55, O’Connell NS, Balboa NS
          GV—Lincoln 34, O’Connell 36, Wallenberg 62, Balboa NS
          BFS—Lincoln 18, Balboa NS, Wallenberg NS, O’Connell DNS

10/24/07: BV—Lowell 18, Mission 36, Marshall NS, Jordan NS
          GV—Lowell 15, Mission NS, Marshall NS, Jordan NS
          BFS—Lowell 19, Mission 36, Jordan DNS, Marshall DNS

10/18/07: BV—Washington 15, Balboa NS, Mission NS, O’Connell NS
          GV—Washington 15, Mission NS, O’Connell NS, Balboa NS
          BFS—Mission 15, Washington 49, O’Connell NS, Balboa NS
          BV—Lincoln 15, Marshall 48, Jordan NS, Galileo NS
          GV—Lincoln 15, Jordan NS, Galileo NS, Marshall NS
          BFS—Lincoln 15, Jordan NS, Marshall DNS, Galileo DNS

10/17/07: BV—Lowell 15, Burton NS, Wallenberg NS
          GV—Lowell 15, Burton DNS, Wallenberg DNS
          BFS—Lowell 18, Wallenberg 37, Burton DNS